IAFep – Install and Forget
embedded professional.
IAFep is built for
professional installation
on a large network with
in excess of 50 cameras.

IAFep - Install and Forget is the largest in the range of NVR capable of
up to 28TB of on server storage in a 2U format. 92% energy efficient as
drives are put to sleep when full and only woken when the storage is
required.Subhead. Subhead. Subhead.

Subhead.

These high availability recorders for analogue cameras (through
adapter), IP cameras including megapixel, ultra-pixel and 360
degree/panoramic cameras.
Requiring professional installation, the IAFe will provide status reports
using SSL encryption to a suitable monitoring station every few seconds.
This will give warnings of any aspect of the IAFe that may need an
engineer to investigate and helps avoid the possibility that a system may
be down when it is most needed.
A huge range of popular IP cameras can be used with the IAF, along with
analogue cameras connected via IP convertors.
IAFe also has a range of tools that can be connected on a network.
These include digital input output modules, audio modules and image
output modules.

Advantages - Why IAFep?
IAFep is resilient and is designed to be linked to Initsys Merlin
or the VerifiedStorage service. This monitors all functionality and
maintains the system in optimum state and will alert you in the event
of problems.
The Initsys IAF units are housed in cosmetically attractive 2u
19” rack-mountable casings and because they are small , a limited
amount of space is required for their installation.
This unit is a professionally built, reliable, and fully prepared unit
straight out of the box.
The IAFep features eight SAS/SATA 2.5”/3.5” hard drive bays and
supports up to 28TB storage capacity.
Providing RAID6 data security.
Up to 92% power efficiency
Equipped with 1+1 redundant 770W 80 PLUS Gold power supplies,
the IAFep saves users money on energy costs while maintaining
strict environmental protection standards. The two power supplies
also utilize a hot-swap design that allows work to continue even if
one of them requires maintenance or replacement.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Azimuth provides round the clock
support both online and over the
phone should the need arise. A
client's understanding of a
product is important to us and
because Azimuth strives to
ensure installers have a thorough
understanding of the software,
the need for technical support is
kept to a minimum.
ZERO DOWNTIME
Azimuth operates on a 24/7 basis
without clogging a system with
hours of unnecessary footage. A
headless IAF system will sit
quietly in a secure environment
with little need for maintenance
or attention from security
personnel.
SOFTWARE
All pre-built systems come
complete with Azimuth VMS
system pre installed and licensed.
For more details on Azimuth and
its features please visit
www.azimuthvms.com.
CONTACT US.
If you’re interested in buying a
product, or would like to discuss
the purchase of more than once
product then please e-mail:
sales@azimuthvms.com
If you wish to learn more about
the products on offer, or have a
question then please E-mail:
info@azimuthvms.com

